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Renowned food and travel digital content creator James Thompson is a  

Sydney-born, London-based photographer who created the @food_feels  

Instagram account five years ago. With a love of everything from street  

food to Michelin-starred dining, James has a vast knowledge of the global  

culinary scene. Speaking about the collaboration, he said “Food and  

beverage are taken very seriously at Dorchester Collection, which is  

why it ’s such an honour to work with their team on the #DCmoments  

Food Guides and help their hotel guests navigate the incredible  

culinary scenes surrounding the legendary hotels.”

@food_feels
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WHERE TO GO FOR…

#DCMOMENTS

Breakfast
Fioraio Bianchi Caffè, Panificio Davide Longoni

Lunch
BistRo Aimo e Nadia

Dinner
Dry Milano, Giolina, Dabass, BistRo Aimo e Nadia  

Date
Giolina, BistRo Aimo e Nadia

Solo
Jamaica, Panificio Davide Longoni, Bar Basso, La Gelateria della Musica

Friends 
Jamaica, Giolina, Bar Basso, Osteria Delbinari

Good nightlife
Dry Milano

Making an impression
Paper Moon Giardino

Coffee with friends
Fioraio Bianchi Caffè, Panificio Davide Longoni

Traditional local cuisine
Hotel Principe di Savoia, Osteria Delbinari, La Gelateria della Musica

Family
Hotel Principe di Savoia, La Gelateria della Musica

Experimental
Dabass, BistRo Aimo e Nadia 

Luxury fun
Paper Moon Giardino, Dry Milano



Just north of the upscale design  
district sits Fioraio Bianchi Caffè  
on a little corner. A French-style  
bistro with a mix of Italian dishes, 
it’s a place for enjoying breakfast, 
lunch, dinner or simply a coffee  
and canelé whilst surrounded by 
stunning flower arrangements 
throughout the store.

Ideal for:  
Breakfast, coffee with friends

Via Motebello 7 
20121

FIORAIO BIANCHI CAFFÈ 







Opened in the early 1900s, Jamaica 
remains a Milan institution.  
It’s usually busy all day and  
especially in the evenings, with  
all generations enjoying Milanese 
dishes such as risotto and veal.  
If you’re in the Brera area, pop in  
and feel the history of this iconic bar.  

Ideal for:  
Solo, friends   

Via Brera 32 
20121

JAMAICA





Evoking a feeling of walking  
into a grand private residence,  
Paper Moon Giardino is situated  
in the 200-year-old Palazzo Reina. 
It’s the second Paper Moon in Milan, 
following its 40-year-old sister  
restaurant just a few steps away.  
This is a favourite with the fashion 
and entertainment crowds. 

Ideal for:  
Luxury fun, making an impression

Via Bagutta 12 
20121 

PAPER MOON GIARDINO 







Focaccia, pizza and cocktails at 
the beautifully styled Dry Milano – 
the restaurant and bar that always 
makes sure you’re enjoying the  
food whilst having a great night  
out. The vitello tonnato focaccia  
is a stand out.

Ideal for:  
Good nightlife, dinner, luxury fun

Viale Vittorio Veneto 28 
20124

DRY MILANO 









A hotel with history and one  
that most of Milan will know –  
Hotel Principe di Savoia is one  
of Italy’s grandest hotels (and  
most popular Presidential Suites). 
Spend a morning in the buzzing  
Il Salotto lobby lounge, an aperitivo  
at the Principe Bar or dinner at  
Acanto Restaurant and enjoy your 
time at this landmark hotel.

Ideal for:  
Family, traditional local cuisine

Piazza della Repubblica 17 
20124

HOTEL PRINCIPE DI SAVOIA









Quite new to the scene in Milan with 
one of the most Instagram-friendly 
interiors is Giolina. Serving  
Neapolitan pizzas and cocktails 
made with the freshest ingredients, 
it’s definitely the go-to place for  
dinner with friends.

Ideal for:  
Friends, dinner, date

Via F. Bellotti 6 
20129

GIOLINA







Located in the Porta Romana  
area is Dabass. The retro-style 
restaurant and bar has an almost 
daily-changing menu and décor 
that’s an art and design lover’s 
dream. Catch up with locals over an 
aperitivo at the bar and make sure 
you spot the clever ‘Optical Crash’ 
tile design on the side of the bar.

Ideal for:  
Experimental, dinner

Via Piacenza 13 
20135

DABASS 







Located in Porta Romana,  
one of Milan’s most popular  
neighbourhoods, is Panificio  
bakery by David Longoni, who  
has earned a strong reputation  
for his naturally fermented  
bread-making. The bakery is  
known as one of the best in Milan – 
whether you’re coming in for a  
morning pastry or enjoying a glass  
of wine with his delectable focaccia  
and antipasti. A local favourite.

Ideal for:  
Solo, coffee with friends,  
breakfast

Via Gerolamo Tiraboschi 19 
20135

PANIFICIO DAVIDE LONGONI 







Originally opened in the 1950s,  
most of Bar Basso’s original features 
remain, including the pink walls  
and marble floors. It’s a popular 
hangout with locals and designers, 
especially during Salone del Mobile. 
It’s also the birthplace of the famous 
Negroni Sbagliato – a must-have 
during a visit.

Ideal for:  
Solo, friends

Via Plinio 39 
20020

BAR BASSO 





The perfect mix of food and design, 
BistRo Aimo e Nadia features  
furniture from local designer  
Rossana Orlandi, as well as fabrics 
and tapestries from local brand Etro. 
Enjoy contemporary Italian all-day 
dining, including highlights such  
as young beef tartare and risotto.

Ideal for:  
Experimental, date, lunch, dinner

Via Matteo Bandello 14 
20123

BISTRO AIMO E NADIA 







Arriving at the discreet entrance  
of Osteria Delbinari in Porta Genova 
is like stepping back in time.  
This is a traditional Milanese  
osteria with classic dining rooms 
and an open conservatory at the 
back, which opens onto a garden 
oasis in summer. This is a go-to 
restaurant in the area, particularly 
with locals heading in for a quick 
working lunch.

Ideal for:  
Traditional local cuisine, friends

Via Tortona 3 
20144

OSTERIA DELBINARI 







You’ll usually see a line out the door 
any time of day at La Gelateria Della 
Musica, and for good reason – their 
gelato is just as popular with visitors 
as it is with locals. Luckily there are 
a couple of locations in Milan, which 
makes it easier to try a scoop. The 
flavours are seasonal and the most 
popular is the salty Bronte pistachio 
– highly recommended!

Ideal for:  
Traditional local cuisine,  
solo, family

Via Lodovico il Moro 3 
20143

LA GELATERIA DELLA MUSICA 




